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WARNING!
ELECTRICAL POWER CAN RESULT IN DEATH, PERSONAL
INJURY OR CAN CAUSE DAMAGE TO EQUIPMENT.
If the instrument is driven by an external power source, disconnect the
instrument from that power source before attempting any repairs.
WARNING!
BATTERIES ARE DANGEROUS. IF HANDLED IMPROPERLY,
THEY CAN RESULT IN DEATH, PERSONAL INJURY OR CAN
CAUSE DAMAGE TO EQUIPMENT.
Batteries can be hazardous when misused, mishandled, or disposed
of improperly. Batteries contain potential energy, even when partially
discharged.
WARNING!
ELECTRICAL SHOCK CAN RESULT IN DEATH OR PERSONAL
INJURY.
Use extreme caution when handling cables, connectors, or terminals;
they may yield hazardous currents if inadvertently brought into contact
with conductive materials, including water and the human body.
CAUTION!
Be aware of protective measures against environmentally caused
electric current surges.
In addition to the previous warnings and cautions, the following safety
activities should be carefully observed.
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Children, Adolescents
NEVER give batteries to young people who may not be aware of the
hazards associated with batteries and their improper use or disposal.
Jewelry, Watches, Metal Tags
To avoid severe burns, NEVER wear rings, necklaces, metal watch
bands, bracelets, or metal identification tags near exposed battery
terminals.
Heat, Fire
NEVER dispose of batteries in fire or locate them in excessively
heated spaces. Observe the temperature limit listed in the instrument
specifications.
Charging
NEVER charge "dry" cells or lithium batteries that are not designed to
be charged.
NEVER charge rechargeable batteries at currents higher than recommended ratings.
NEVER recharge a frozen battery. Thaw it completely at room
temperature before connecting charger.
Unvented Container
NEVER store or charge batteries in a gas-tight container. Doing so
may lead to pressure buildup and explosive concentrations of
hydrogen.
Short circuits
NEVER short circuit batteries. High current flow may cause internal
battery heating and/or explosion.
Damaged Batteries
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Personal injury may result from contact with hazardous materials from
a damaged or open battery. NEVER attempt to open a battery
enclosure. Wear appropriate protective clothing, and handle damaged
batteries carefully.
Disposal
ALWAYS dispose of batteries in a responsible manner. Observe all
applicable federal, state, and local regulations for disposal of the
specific type of battery involved.
NOTICE
Stevens makes no claims as to the immunity of its equipment against
lightning strikes, either direct or nearby.
The following statement is required by the Federal Communications
Commission:
WARNING - This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio
frequency energy, and, if not installed in accordance with the instructions manual, may cause interference to radio communications. It has
been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class A
computing device pursuant to Subpart J of Part 15 of FCC Rules,
which are designed to provide reasonable protection against such
interference when operated in a commercial environment. Operation
of this equipment in a residential area is likely to cause interference in
which case the user at his own expense will be required to take
whatever measures may be required to correct the interference.

USER INFORMATION
Stevens makes no warranty as to the information furnished in these
instructions and the reader assumes all risk in the use thereof. No
liability is assumed for damages resulting from the use of these
instructions. We reserve the right to make changes to products and/or
publications without prior notice.
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1.1 DOT LOGGER EQUIPMENT AND PARTS
Thank you for purchasing a DOT Logger from Stevens Water
Monitoring Systems Inc. Please unpack and examine the Dot Logger
parts carefully. If there is any apparent shipping damage, contact the
shipper immediately. Also contact the factory for replacement of the
unit.
In this package you will find the following parts:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

DOT Logger unit in a sheet metal enclosure
One power cable
®
Two Fast-on terminal connectors
Two spade lug connectors
A CD containing Stevens’ DOTSet, AxRead serial
communications software, and DOT Logger manual.

Figure 1.1. DOT Logger package components
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If you ordered a bottom plate to the DOT logger, the package will also
contain:
1. 3 x 6.75” sheet metal bottom plate
2. 4 mounting screws
3. 4 stand-offs

Figure 1.2. Optional bottom plate kit for the DOT Logger
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If you ordered an optional NEMA-4 bud box for the data logger it
consists of:
1. One 8” x 4.5” x 3 inch box
2. One lid
3. Four screws

Figure 1.3 Optional NEMA-4 bud box for DOT Logger
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1.2 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
1. External power: either a 12V battery or a standard AC to DC
power source
2. A serial cable, or Stevens’ Shark™ Bluetooth RS232/RS485
adapter (a “wireless serial cable”)
3. A PC or laptop computer equipped with:
a. RS-232 serial port or USB-to-serial port adapter
b. Stevens AxRead serial communications software or
Microsoft’s Hyperterminal serial communications
software
4. Sensors using either pulse, analog, or SDI-12 output
1.3 USEFUL TOOLS AND PERIPHERALS
1. Small standard 3.0 x 100mm screwdriver for sensor and
power connections
2. Wire crimper for attaching Fast-ons
3. Philips screwdriver for mounting screws
1.4 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The Data Online Telemetry (DOT) Logger is a compact, economical,
versatile data logging instrument designed for applications where the
primary mode of communications is via some method of telemetry.
The DOT Logger can support various communications methods,
including (but not limited to) telephone, cell phone, VHF/UHF radio,
spread spectrum, GOES satellite and ORBCOMM satellite.
The DOT Logger accepts 4 pulse count inputs, 4 analog inputs and 1
SDI-12 signal input. In DOT Logger version 1.N, channel 0 is battery
voltage, channels 1-4 are pulse channels, channels 5-8 are analog
channels, and channels 9-191 are SDI-12 channels (version 1.J
provides 10 SDI-12 channels and no battery voltage channel). Each
channel can have a separate recording interval for logging. The unit
stores up to 50,000 readings in floating point format, giving a wide
range of sensor scaling capabilities.
A standard RS-232 port is provided for communications, setup, and
downloading of stored data. It supports data transfer rates up to
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19.2K BAUD. Factory default is 9600 BAUD. Data format is 8 data
bits, 1 stop bit, no parity.
Analog inputs can be either 0-5 VDC or 4-20 mA configuration, or any
combination for the 4 inputs. An onboard 24VDC supply is under
software control for powering loop sensors.
Overall standby current consumption for the DOT Logger is typically
0.2 mA from a 12 VDC source. This low standby power drain makes
the unit highly suitable for long-term, battery powered applications.
The basic enclosure is NEMA-4, and the electronics is capable of
operating over temperatures from –40 to +70 degrees Celsius (-40 to
160 degrees Fahrenheit).
1.5 BASIC PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION
The DOT Logger is designed for long-term, low power operation,
unattended, in remote areas. In normal operation, the unit is in low
power standby mode, consuming very little power. Most sensors are
powered down as well (with the exception of SDI-12 sensors, which
require a low standby operating power as well). At a specified time,
usually corresponding to initiation of a recording interval or a report
mode, the logger will wake up to perform the necessary operations,
then return to the sleep mode. Recording of sensor readings is on a
time interval basis. Different sensors can have different recording
intervals. Report transmissions can be on an interval basis, a random
basis, or by external control.
Primary applications for the DOT Logger are those combining the unit
with some form of communications medium. The unit can be
optimized for the particular transmission method employed. For
GOES data collection platform (DCP) applications, the logger can be
combined with a Stevens GOES transmitter unit for periodic
transmission of recorded data. For commercial satellite applications,
the unit can be combined with an ORBCOMM LEO (Low Earth
Orbiting) transmitter for communications virtually worldwide.
Terrestrial applications include standard phone, cell phone, and lineof-site radio links. Line-of-sight radio can either be one-way, with selfinitiated transmissions, or two-way, with polled data access.
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The logger is also designed for direct interface with many common
sensors. The pulse input circuits are of two types: Inputs one and
two (P1A, P1B) are for low-speed pulse inputs (1 pulse per second)
such as tipping bucket rain gages. Inputs three and four are for
higher-speed pulse sampling of input devices such as wind speed
sensors. These inputs are sampled at the recording interval for a
specified length of time preset by the user. The results can be scaled
before being recorded to memory.
Analog inputs are default-set to receive signals from 4-20 mA looppowered devices. An on-board 24 VDC loop power supply is available
under software control for sensor power. The user can specify a
warm-up time for sensors to allow readings to stabilize before being
recorded. On-board sensor power is sufficient to operate 4 looppowered sensors.
There can be up to 10 SDI-12 channels configured. These channels
support sensors using version 1.3 of the SDI-12 standard as set by
the SDI-12 Users Group.
Each logger has a serial communications port. This port doubles as
the terminal setup port (unit in "Command Mode") and the telemetry
port (unit in "Operating Mode"). When a terminal or computer is
attached to the serial port the unit enters the Command Mode. This
allows full access to all setup commands needed to configure the
logger. No data logging will take place while the unit is in
Command Mode. The user can configure the DOT Logger using
DOTSET, and can issue commands using Stevens’ AxRead software
or a terminal program such as Microsoft’s Hyperterminal.
The faceplate of the logger has a Power LED to indicate when the unit
is awake.
1.6 SAFETY INFORMATION
Before performing any procedures in this manual, please read all
applicable warnings and cautions in the preceding section. Power
sources, including batteries, can be a particular hazard to the user.
1.7 MANUAL ORGANIZATION
7
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The DOT Logger instruction manual is organized so that the
experienced user can operate the instrument with the least amount of
reading.
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2.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The DOT Logger is housed in a sheet metal enclosure with
convenient front panel access to all the signal connections. The unit
needs to be installed in a NEMA-4 compliant enclosure, or in an area
of controlled humidity The logger, in its NEMA enclosure, and
sensor(s), should be protected from weather and vandals when used
in remote, outdoor applications. This can be achieved by mounting the
equipment in an existing gage house or other suitable structure.
2.2 MECHANICAL INSTALLATION
1. Unpack and examine the Dot Logger carefully. If there is any
apparent shipping damage, contact the shipper immediately.
Also contact the factory for replacement of the unit.
2. There are four convenient mounting holes for attachment to a
wall or panel. The four holes also line up with pre-drilled holes
in Stevens’ NEMA-4 enclosure designed for the DOT Logger
(optional accessory).
Position the logger so the power, sensor and signal cables can be
connected to the power source, input device, and telemetry device, if
used. Make sure that the enclosure you have selected provides
enough headroom for the cables that will attach to the face of the
logger.
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Figure 2.1 DOT Logger in sheet metal enclosure
2.3 ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION
1. There are several available connections to the DOT Logger
System:
• Power/terminal cable: At the location labeled PWR INPUT
• Signal input(s): 5-pin external terminal strips for the following
sensors types (if applicable):
Pulse Input: At connector location PULSE INPUT
Analog 1-4: At connector location ANALOG INPUT
SDI-12: At connector location AUX PWR OUT SDI-12
For applications requiring more sensor inputs, contact the
factory for configuration information
• Telemetry cable with connector: optional per order.
2. Connect the power cable to the DOT Logger.
4. The power cable is supplied with two bare wires and loose
Faston and spade connectors. Crimp the Faston connectors
to the cable if it is to go to a battery with tab-type output
connectors. Crimp the spade connectors to the wires when
connecting to the Stevens Battery Charger, Solar Panel or
11
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power supply. Do not attach the cable wires to the batteries
yet.
5. Next, attach the bare wire ends to the logger at the connector
location marked PWR INPUT: pull the two-wire connector out
of the logger, loosen the side screws and insert the black
(ground) wire into the connector next to the GND label. Insert
the red wire into the connector next to the +12VDC IN label.
Tighten the screws to ensure a good connection. Snap the
connector back into the device.
6. Connect the other ends of the power cable, equipped with the
Fast-ons or spade connectors, to the power source. The
black wire connects to the negative (-) and the red wire to the
positive (+) output of the 12-volt power source. The green
Power LED will illuminate for a few seconds, and then flash at
5-second intervals, indicating a good power connection.

Figure 2.2 Power cables attached to DOT Logger: Black to “GND” and
positive (red) to “+12VDC IN.”
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3. Attach sensor cable(s) to DOT Logger as described below, or refer
your sensor instructions. Also check the standard wiring diagrams in
the Appendix, Section 6.4.
Pulse sensors. For pulse sensors, such as a tipping bucket, locate
the connectors labeled “PULSE INPUT” and insert one wire into the
GND connection and one into a pulse channel connection such as
P1A or P1B. The two ground connections in this area are connected
internally. See Appendix 6.4 for a diagram. Remember that P1A and
P1B are for slower pulse inputs such as tipping buckets (1 pulse per
second).
Analog sensors. For analog sensors such as a loop-powered device
like Stevens SDT-II, locate either of two sets of connectors labeled
ANALOG INPUT. Insert the shield wire into the GND connector. Insert
the analog return wire into the A1, A2, A3 or A4 connectors. Insert the
power wire into the +24VDC connector to provide a 24V power supply
for a loop-powered sensor. See the diagram in Appendix 6.4.
SDI-12 sensors. For SDI-12 sensors, locate the set of connectors
labeled AUX POWER OUT SDI-12. Insert the ground wire into the
GND connection, the power wire into the +12VDC connection, and the
data wire into the DATA connection. See Appendix 6.4 for a diagram.

2.4 DOT LOGGER SET-UP AND CONFIGURATION, WITH DOTSET
NOTE: DOTSet supports the configuration of 10 or fewer SDI-12
channels. If your application calls for more SDI-12 channels, please
use Stevens’ AxRead or Microsoft’s Hyperterminal software. See
Appendices 6.2 and 6.3.
After you have hooked up your sensors to the DOT Logger and a
serial cable from your computer to the DOT Logger, you are ready to
configure the DOT Logger using Stevens’ DOTSet.
1. Install DOTSet. Install DOTSet from the CD that
accompanied your DOT Logger unit, or download it from
Stevens’ website at www.stevenswater.com. If the software
13
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does not start automatically, go to “My Computer,” click on the
CD drive, and click on the DOTSet set-up file. DOTSet will
display a “Connection” screen and a sidebar menu “tree.”
2. Connection. On the connection screen, make sure the “Port”
selection (for your computer’s COM Port) is correct and that
the “Speed” is 9600 baud. If you do not know which
communications port number your computer is using, you can
usually determine the number by clicking on “Control Panel” in
your “Start” menu, then selecting “System” and “Device
Manager” and “Ports (COM and LPT).” Click on the “Connect”
button in the lower left hand side. A prompt will appear stating
“Connected to DOT. Download configuration?” Click “No” if
you will be setting up a custom configuration, click “Yes” to
download the factory configuration. You will see “Success!”
appear at the bottom of the window near the status bar, which
means you are now connected to the DOT Logger and may
proceed with configuration.

Figure 2.3 DOTSet connection screen
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3. Configuration. On the side menu, click on “Configuration.”
The Configuration screen will appear.
a. Time. If you are configuring a DOT Logger for the
first time or you are configuring the first DOT Logger
in a series, skip down to the Local Time and Logger
Time fields and make sure they are synchronized.
Click on the >> button to synch the logger with the
local time on your computer, or click on the << button
after you have entered a new time. The new time will
appear in the boxes under “Logger time.”
b. Saved Configurations. If you are configuring
multiple DOT Loggers and already have one or more
saved configurations, you may download them from
the DOT by clicking the “Download All” button in the
middle of the window.
If you have incorrect settings and wish to restore the default
configuration, click on the “Load Defaults” button. To erase
stored readings, click on “Erase Memory.”
NOTE: Do not click on “Upload to DOT” until you have
finished filling out all configuration screens.
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Figure 2.4 DOTSet configuration screen
4. Channels. On the side menu, select “Channels.” The
Channels screen is a summary screen that provides you with
a quick overview. It displays the status of all DOT Logger
channels, and whether they are logging and reporting.
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Figure 2.5 DOTSet Channels screen
a. Pulse channels. If you will be using pulse input,
select “Pulse” on the side menu. The Pulse channel
screen enables you configure each pulse channel.
Use the appropriate boxes to give the channel an ID
or name, to make it a logging or reporting channel,
and specify the desired reading and reporting
intervals. You may also specify whether pulses need
to be counted (to a re-set point) or accumulated (no
re-set after a certain number of pulses, the count just
keeps increasing). If high-speed sampling of pulses is
required, specify the duration of the sampling. NOTE:
High-speed sampling is available only on Pulse
channels 3 and 4.
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Figure 2.6 DOTSet pulse channel screen
b. Analog channels. If you will have analog input,
select “Analog” from the sidebar menu. The analog
channel screen enables you to configure each analog
channel. Use the appropriate boxes to give the
analog channel an ID or name, to make it a logging or
reporting channel, and specify the desired reading
and reporting intervals. If you are working with
pressure sensors in a well, you can specify distance
from top of casing by toggling on the “Top of Casing”
option and specifying an offset and scale in the
appropriate boxes. You may also specify a sensor
warm-up period and highest and lowest levels of the
4-20 milliamp sensor. You must also check the
“24VDC” box unless you know that your 4-20 milliamp
sensor supplies the power for the current loop.
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Figure 2.7 DOTSet analog channel screen
c. SDI-12 channels. If you will have SDI-12 input, click
“SDI-12” on the sidebar menu. The SDI-12 channel
screen enables you to configure each SDI-12
channel.
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Figure 2.8 DOTSet SDI-12 channel screen
i. ID, Logging and Reporting. Use the
appropriate boxes to give the SDI-12 channel
an ID or name, to make it a logging or
reporting channel, and specify the desired
logging and reporting intervals.
ii. Addressing. Every SDI sensor must have an
address. For each channel, select a sensor
address using the pull-down numbers in the
“Sensor address” field. A single address may
measure more than one parameter. Check
the documentation for your sensor, determine
which parameter is represented by which
number, and enter that number under
“Parameter Number” for that channel. To
specify another parameter provided by the
same sensor, move to the next channel, and
enter the same sensor address, but a
different parameter number.
20
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iii. Transparent mode. You also have the
option of communicating directly with your
SDI-12 sensor(s) through the “SDI-12
Transparent Mode” button. By clicking on this
button you will bring up a dialogue box that
sends commands through the DOT Logger to
your sensor. Enter commands in the separate
one-line field under the main dialogue box.
See your sensor manual for the SDI-12
commands. To exit this mode, press the
“Leave SDI-12 Transparent Mode” button.
5. Reporting. Click on Reporting on the left side bar menu.
a. Mode. On the reporting screen that appears, specify
the reporting mode for your application under the
“Mode” field.
i. “Disabled:” If you do not wish to have
reporting, specify “disabled.”
ii. “Timed:” indicates that you have already
chosen specific reporting intervals for each
active channel.
iii. “Random:” indicates that the DOT Logger will
take one reading per reporting interval
specified for a particular channel.
iv. “External:” indicates that the DOT Logger will
be waked up by an external source and will
provide the last reading.
v. “Event-triggered:” indicates the DOT will be
waked up by an external source and will take
a new reading.
vi. “GOES:” indicates that the DOT Logger is
hooked up to Stevens GOES DCS transmitter
and will send data collected during the most
recent interval.
vii. “GOES Extended:” indicates that the DOT
Logger is hooked up to Stevens GOES DCS
transmitter and will send data collected
during the most recent two intervals, for
redundancy.
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viii. “Modbus:” Tells the DOT Logger it will be in
Modbus mode as a slave to a master CPU.
NOTE: This means that when online, the
DOT Logger cannot receive commands or
communicate except with the master unit. In
order to change the configuration (or for any
other reason) you will need to unplug the
ModBus cable and plug in your serial cable.

Figure 2.9 DOTSet reporting mode screen
b. Format. Choose the appropriate format for reporting,
ASCII or binary. Two choices are available for each
mode: random, external and event-triggered modes
use either ASCII, 400DCP or custom. GOES and
GOES Extended modes can use either ASCII or
pseudo-binary. MODBUS uses ASCII or RTU.
Custom format is not allowed for GOES or MODBUS.
c.

Baud. Choose the baud rate required by the report
collection or transmission device.
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d. Warm-up. Specify the warm-up time, in milliseconds,
that the DOT Logger should wait after waking up, to
report data. Typically used to allow the radio time to
wake up before the logger sends data for
transmission.
6. Config File. Click on Config File if you have a saved
configuration that you wish to upload to multiple DOT
Loggers. You may browse for a file on your PC. Then click
“Open Config” to display the configuration or “Save Config” to
save a configuration to a location.

Figure 2.10 DOTSet “config file” screen
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7. Create Summary. Click on “Create Summary” on the left
hand menu bar. A blank “Create Summary” text window will
appear so that you can enter a text summary of your
configuration. Using the lower right hand boxes check the
system and channels you would like included in the summary
and click on the Refresh button below the text box.

Figure 2.11 DOTSet “Create Summary” screen
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8. Current Readings. Click on “Current Readings” in the left
hand sidebar menu. Select the channels desired and click
refresh. The screen will also display battery voltage.

Figure 2.12 DOTSet “Current Readings” screen

When you have finished all the configuration that is required for your
application, click on the “Upload to DOT” button at the lower right to
save your configuration. You may now disconnect from DOTSet by
pressing the Disconnect button at the lower left of the screen, and use
AxRead or Hyperterminal for commands and taking readings.
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Figure 3.1 DOT Logger Front Panel
3.1 EXPERIENCED USER PREFACE
This section is a brief checklist to remind the experienced user of
tasks to be done during periodic service of an installed DOT Logger. It
assumes that the user is already familiar with the setup command
structure as described in Section 4: Operation.
3.2 INSTRUMENT CHECK and DATA DOWNLOAD
3.2.1 Verify that the Power LED comes on briefly and then blinks
every few seconds when power is connected.
3.2.2 Extract data from the internal memory through use of the Serial
Port, if appropriate. Use a laptop computer or similar device. Run a
simple terminal program such as Steven’s AxRead or Microsoft’s
HyperTerminal (see Appendices for set-up of these software
programs). Verify sign-on to the DOT Logger by observing the
following message on the screen of the computer:
>Stevens DOT Logger Version X.X mm/dd/yy
Where X.X is the software version and revision, and mm/dd/yy is the
software release date.
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NOTE: If the last program you used was DOTSet, enter a VE
(verbose enable) command followed by an EC (echo enabled)
command. This re-enables the normal volume of data flow.
3.2.3 Go to the desired channel to obtain data (use CH Command).
3.2.4 Use the "DX" command to select the desired data output format.
3.2.5 Enter a start date ("SD" Command) to indicate at what point in
time the data dump should start. This can be set to 01/01/80 to obtain
all data.
3.2.6 Open a file to save the logged data in as it is streamed to the
laptop.
3.2.7 Issue a "DD" Command to begin the data transfer. Let this
continue until data stops streaming across the computer screen.
Note: A special mode of the DataDump command, "DD,A", will
transfer data from all active channels, one after the other, with all
data records starting at the date set by the SD Command. To
avoid pressing keys to continue pages, you may set lines to
“0”(LI command) or press “C” when prompted after the first
page.
3.2.8 Close the data file on the computer.
3.2.9 Check the system voltage using the "BV" Command. This value
should be in the range of 12 to 14 volts for battery or power supply
operation. For a rechargeable lead-acid type, replace the battery when
the indicated voltage drops to 12.0 volts, as there is very little useful
energy remaining. Note: Logging will discontinue if battery
voltage falls below 11.0 volts.
3.2.10 Review various settings, such as current date and time, for
accuracy. Make any corrections as necessary, using the typical twocharacter commands listed below (see page 18 for full list).
Disconnect the computer from the logger. The unit should return to
the sleep mode (all LEDs are off).
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3.3 COMMON COMMANDS FOR BASIC OPERATION
The following setup parameters are the basic ones needed to be set
or verified for standard operation of the DOT Logger with typical
sensors. (NOTE: Many of these configuration commands are the
same as those in DOTSet. If you are more comfortable with Windowsbased configuration, use DOTSet.)
System Setup
SS
DA
TI
SI
BV
SO
RF
RM
RW

System Setup, verify settings
Date
Time
System ID
Battery Voltage
Storage Mode, toggle command
Report Format
Report Mode
Report wait time

Pulse Channel
LE
PM
TN
ID
SC
OF

Logging Enabled, must be set so logging can
take place, toggle command.
Pulse Mode, to set for incremental or
cumulative pulse counting, or Hi-Speed
Sample (Channel 3 or 4 only).
Time interval, how often readings are to be
taken and logged to memory.
Channel ID, up to 32 alpha-numeric
characters.
Scale, a multiplier value for raw readings, if
required (default is 1.00).
Offset for raw readings, if required (default is
29
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0).

Analog Channel
LE
L4
L2
AV
SW
TN
ID
SC
OF

Logging Enabled, must be set so logging can
take place, toggle command.
Sensor minimum or zero reading (4mA
reading).
Sensor maximum or span reading (20mA
reading).
Enable 24 VDC sensor power for loop
powered sensors, toggle command.
Sensor warm-up time, entry in milliseconds
for time to power on sensor prior to taking a
reading.
Time interval, how often readings are to be
taken and logged to memory.
Channel ID, up to 32 alpha-numeric
characters.
Scale, a multiplier value for raw readings, if
required (default is 1.00).
Offset for raw readings, if required. Default is
0. The reading indicates: (Raw value x Scale)
+ Offset

SDI-12 Channel
LE
SA
SP
TN

Logging Enabled, must be set so logging can
take place, toggle command.
Sensor address for specific SDI-12 device to
be communicated with
Sensor parameter, the parameter number for
the specific sensor that is to be logged.
Recording Time interval, how often readings
are to be taken and logged to memory.
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RN
ID
SC
OF

Reporting Time interval, how often readings
are to be taken and reported per the reporting
format and mode.
Channel ID, up to 32 alpha-numeric
Characters in Hyperterminal, up to a
maximum of 6 with Stevens’ AxRead.
Scale, a multiplier value for raw readings, if
required (default is 1.00).
Offset for raw readings, if required (default is
0).

3.3 STATION LOG
We recommended that a station log be maintained for each DOT
Logger, for future reference. Record such useful information as:
• Installation date for system battery
• Time Interval and assigned ID number(s)
• Scale factors and any "Minimum:" offset that is assigned
• System voltage, to establish a history for battery usage
• Other pertinent environmental or station operation data.

Note: Although a one second recording time interval is available,
many sensors, particularly those using the SDI-12 interface, will not
update in one second. In fact, many take over 10 seconds to
respond. The user should not select a recording interval that is
faster than sensor response. Data file format errors can occur.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
This section details operation of the DOT Logger and the functions of
the various serial configuration commands.
HELP COMMAND SUMMARY
. Will repeat last command

CONSOLE
EC Serial Echo Enable
LI Lines per page

LL Line Length

VE Verbose Enable

LS
ND
NR
PD

Log Summary
Next Day
Next Reading
Previous Day

PR Previous Reading
RD Resume Dump
SD Start Date

ER
HE
LM
RB
RF
RM

Erase Log Memory
Help
Log Map
Radio Baud Rate
Report Format
Report Mode

RS Reset
RW Radio Warmup (ms)
SI System ID
SO Storage Mode
SS System Setup
TI Time

DATAVIEW
CD
CR
DD
DX

Continuous Display
Current Reading
Data Dump
Expanded Format

SYSTEM
AD
BR
BV
CE
CF
DA
DR

ADC Warmup (ms)
Baud Rate
Battery Voltage
Clear Error
Custom Format
Date
Days Remaining

CHANNEL
CH Channel
CS Channel Setup
CX Channel Matrix

LN Log Note
OF Offset
PN Precision
33
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ID Channel ID
LE Logging Enable

RE Report Enable

Enabled
TN Logging Interval

ANALOG_IN
AM Analog Input Mode

L2 20 milliamp

AV 24 VDC Enable

L4 4 milliamp

SW Sensor Warmup
(ms)
TS Time for Sample

SP Sensor Parameter

TM Transparent Mode

SDI-12
SA Sensor Address
SN Scan Sensors
PULSE_INPUT
PM Pulse Input Mode

4.2 PULSE IN

TS Time for Sample

Figure 4.1 Help Command Summary

The following commands apply to the selected channel for any
of the four pulse inputs. Be sure to use the "CH" command to
first select which channel these commands will pertain to. Pulse
channels are channels 1 through 4, or P1 – P4.
PM Pulse Mode: The pulse input channels can be set to count
pulses using one of two methods. The first, pulse-by-pulse, covers
slow counted pulses and slow accumulated pulses. The second is the
High-Speed frequency counter, only available on pulse channels 3
and 4. “Count Pulses” will count and record the number of pulses
received during a time interval, then reset the counter. "Accumulate
Pulses" will count and record the number of pulses during a time
interval without resetting at the end. Thus the number of pulses
during a time interval is added to the total from the previous interval.
"High-Speed Sample" will sample count the number of pulse during a
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predefined time window as specified by the TS command, below.
Option 3, "Reset Accumulator", does not affect pulse recording mode.
Rather, it is a manual reset of the accumulated value. This is used to
manually reset the count in the "Accumulate Pulses" mode.
>PM
Current value is: Count Pulses
1) Count Pulses
2) Accumulate Pulses
3) Reset Accumulator
4) Hi-Speed Sample
Enter Selection:
TS Time of Sample: Pulse channels 3 and 4 can be set to
accumulate pulses over a triggered time sample, which will occur at
the recording interval. This is the Hi-Speed Sample Mode, above.
The Time of Sample command sets the time window for which an
incoming pulse train will be sampled and the number of pulses
accumulated. This value can be scaled and offset like any other
measured value. The command is as follows:
>TS
Time for Sample
Current value is: 5
Enter new value:
Where the value entered is in seconds.

4.3 ANALOG IN
The following commands apply to the selected channel for any
of the four analog inputs. Be sure to use the "CH" command to
first select which channel these command will pertain to. Analog
channels are channels 5 through 8, or A1 – A4
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AM Analog Input Mode: An analog input can be set to take standard
analog readings, or to respond to fast pulse count inputs in a pulse
sampled mode. Use this command to toggle between Counter and
Reading modes. Normal mode is "Reading" Mode.
>AM
Analog Input Mode: Counter
>AM
Analog Input Mode: Reading
L2 20 milliamp: Set the desired high range value for 4-20 mA
scaling. This value will be what the logger will store for a reading
when the input signal to the selected channel is 20 mA.
>L2
20 milliamp
Current value is:
Enter new value:

1000.0

L4 4 milliamp: Set the desired low range value for 4-20 mA scaling.
This value will be what the logger will store for a reading when the
input signal to the selected channel is 4 mA.
>L4
4 milliamp
Current value is:
Enter new value:

300.0

SW Sensor Warm-up (ms): The user can program a sensor warmup time for each analog input. Different loop powered sensors require
different warm-up times. This setting allows for control of that time.
>SW
Sensor Warmup (ms)
Current value is: 2000
Enter new value:
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AV 24 VDC Enable: Switched sensor power at 24 VDC is available
for loop powered sensors. For applications where all sensors receive
their power from external sources, this voltage is not needed, and can
be disabled using this command. This saves on overall power
consumption by the logger.
>AV
24 VDC Disabled
>AV
24 VDC Enabled

TS Time for Sample: If an analog channel is programmed as a
counter, this setting determines the counter sample time in seconds.
The counter input is sampled at each recording interval timeout.
>TS
Time for Sample
Current value is: 5
Enter new value:

4.4 SDI-12
The following commands relate to settings for the SDI-12
channels. The user must first use the CH command to select the
appropriate SDI-12 channel to configure. SDI-12 channels are
channels 9 through 18, or S1 – S10.
SA Sensor Address: This command sets the Sensor address that
the channel will use for the corresponding sensor.
>SA
Sensor Address
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Current value is: 0
Enter new value:
SP Sensor Parameter: Select the corresponding parameter number
for the attached sensor. Valid parameter numbers are 1 through 9.

>SP
Sensor Parameter
Current value is: 1
Enter new value:
TM Transparent Mode: This command puts the logger in a
communications mode for direct commands to the attached sensor on
the selected channel. Once in this mode, successive commands can
be sent to the sensor. To exit the mode, simply hit the "ENTER" key at
the prompt.
>TM
Transparent Mode
Enter SDI-12 Command: 0m!
Response from sensor: 00015
Enter SDI-12 Command: 0d0!
Response from sensor: 0+3.20
Enter SDI-12 Command: 0d1!
Response from sensor: 0+10.50
Enter SDI-12 Command:
SN Scan Sensors: This is a handy command which will scan the
SDI-12 interface and return information about any sensors attached to
the DOT Logger. It will scan beginning at address 0 and continue,
unless aborted. To abort the command, use the ESCAPE key.
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>SN
Scan Sensors
Scanning for SDI-12 sensors:0
SDI Address: 0
SDI Version: 1.0
Vendor ID:
STEVENS
Sensor Model: SDI SE
Sensor Version: 107
123456789

4.5 CHANNEL
The following commands relate to overall settings for a
particular channel. Be sure to use the "CH" command to first
select which channel these commands will pertain to.
CH Channel: Select which channel is to be active in command
mode. This allows the user to specify which channel the subsequent
commands are to relate to. This needs to be specified before
beginning any channel specific commands. Once specified, all
subsequent channel related commands will act upon the selected
channel, until the "CH" command is used again, and another channel
is specified.
>CH
Channel
Current value is: 4
Enter new value:
LE Logging Enable: This command enables or disables logging for
the specified channel.
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>LE
Channel 4 Logging Disabled
>LE
Channel 4 Logging Enabled
RN Report Interval: If the user desires a self generated report
output, this command is used to set the interval for that report.
Reports are self generated in run mode, and output in serial ASCII
over the communications port. Select the appropriate number for the
desired interval.
>RN
Report Interval
1) 00:00:01
2) 00:00:05
3) 00:00:06
4) 00:00:10
5) 00:00:15
6) 00:00:30
7) 00:01:00
8) 00:05:00
9) 00:06:00
10) 00:10:00
11) 00:15:00
12) 00:30:00
13) 01:00:00
14) 02:00:00
15) 04:00:00
16) 06:00:00
17) 08:00:00
18) 12:00:00
19) 24:00:00
Current value is: 00:01:00
Enter Selection:
CS Channel Setup: Channel setup is a display only command. It
shows all the channel configuration parameters for the selected
channel. The display will vary depending on the type of channel
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selected previously by the "CH" command. Examples below are
typical for each of the Analog, Pulse and SDI-12 channels.
>CS
Channel Setup
Channel 5 Analog Input
ID:
Analog Channel 1
Logging:
Enabled
Logging Interval: 00:01:00
Reporting:
Enabled
Report Interval: 00:01:00
TOC:
0
Offset:
0.000000
Scale:
1.000000
Precision:
2
Analog Input Mode: Reading
Sample Time (sec): 5
20 milliamp level: 20.00
4 milliamp level: 10.00
Sensor warmup time: 100
24VDC Required: NO

>CS
Channel Setup
Channel 1 Pulse Input
ID:
Pulse Channel 1
Logging:
Disabled
Logging Interval: 00:15:00
Reporting:
Disabled
Report Interval: 00:15:00
TOC:
0
Offset:
0.000000
Scale:
1.000000
Precision:
2
>CS
Channel Setup
Channel 9 SDI-12 Sensor
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ID:
SDI-12 Channel 1
Logging:
Disabled
Logging Interval: 00:15:00
Reporting:
Disabled
Report Interval: 00:15:00
TOC:
0
Offset:
0.000000
Scale:
1.000000
Precision:
2
SDI Address . . . . 0
SDI Parameter . . . 1
Sensor Information:
SDI Address : 0
SC Scale/Precision: The user can specify three levels of precision
for data readings from sensors. Appropriate scale precision can be
set for the appropriate sensor. Select the appropriate number for the
desired precision. NOTE: This controls the precision displayed only, it
dies not control actual sensor precision.
>SC
Scale/Precision
1) 0.0
2) 0.00
3) 0.000
Current value is: 0.000
Enter Selection:
CX Channel Matrix: This is a display only command that shows a
summary of current channel configurations. It can be set to show only
active channels, or all channels (see DX command).
>CX
Channel Matrix
Active Analog Input Channels
Active/ Log

Sensor Sample
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Channel ID
Report Interval Offset Scale Mode Time
4 Analog Channel 0
A R 00:01:00 0 1 1
5
Active SDI-12 Input Channels
Active/ Log
SDI-12
Channel ID
Report Interval Offset Scale Address Index
8 SDI-12 Channel 0
A --- 00:05:00 0 2 0
1
9 SDI-12 Channel 1
A --- 00:05:00 0 2 0
2
10 SDI-12 Channel 2
A --- 00:05:00 0 1 0
3
11 SDI-12 Channel 3
A --- 00:05:00 0 2 0
4
12 SDI-12 Channel 4
A --- 00:05:00 0 1 0
5
OF Offset: The user can specify an offset for a particular channel
(up to +/- 100). This is to be used for minor calibration adjustments of
sensor offset values. It should not be used for major scale
adjustments.
>OF
Offset
Current value is: 0
Enter new value:
TN Logging Interval: The user can specify a different logging
interval for each sensor. This is accomplished with this command.
Select the appropriate number for the desired interval.
>TN
Logging Interval
1) 00:00:01
2) 00:00:05
3) 00:00:06
4) 00:00:10
5) 00:00:15
6) 00:00:30
7) 00:01:00
8) 00:05:00
9) 00:06:00
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10) 00:10:00
11) 00:15:00
12) 00:30:00
13) 01:00:00
14) 02:00:00
15) 04:00:00
16) 06:00:00
17) 08:00:00
18) 12:00:00
19) 24:00:00
Current value is: 00:05:00
Enter Selection:
ID Channel ID: This command allows the user to enter a channel ID
designation. Each channel can have a unique ID. The ID can be any
combination of up to 32 characters.
>ID
Channel ID
Enter ID for Channel 8:

RE Report Enable: The DOT Logger is capable of self-generating a
serial report. This report can be generated for any or all single
channel. This command enables the report mode for the current
channel.
>RE
Report Enabled
>RE
Report Disabled
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4.6 SYSTEM
The following commands pertain to system operation in general.
They can be executed regardless of which channel is currently
the active channel for setup.
AD ADC Warm-up (ms): The analog-to-digital converter chip is
normally powered down. The user can preset how many milliseconds
prior to beginning a data conversion the converter chip will be
powered on.
>AD
ADC Warmup (ms)
Current value is: 100
Enter new value:
HE Help: Display the HELP menu
RW Radio Warm-up/Wait time (ms): If the report mode output is to
be through a radio or GOES transmitter, this transmitter may require a
certain warm-up time before it can process data. This command
allows the user to set that warm-up time. The DOT Logger will bring a
hardware line high to key up the radio transmitter the specified
amount of time prior to actually sending data to the radio. The line will
stay high for the same amount of time after all data has been sent,
depending on the radio.
>RW
Radio Warmup (ms)
Current value is: 1000
Enter new value:
NOTE: 1000 is the typical setting for use with the Stevens GHT
GOES transmitter.
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BR Baud Rate: This command sets the BAUD rate for
communications in the command mode.
>BR
Baud Rate
1) 1200
2) 2400
3) 4800
4) 9600
5) 19200
Current value is: 9600
Enter Selection:
LM Log Map: The Log Map shows how data storage memory has
been allocated and/or used for storage of data. This is a read only
command.
>LM
Log Map
A number indicates the channel the block is assigned to.
A minus sign (-) after a number indicates nothing has been written to
it.
A plus sign (+) after a number indicates the block is only partially filled.
If there are no markers after a number the block has been completely
filled.
EE indicates the block is unassigned and empty.
0- 1- 2- 3- 4 5- 6- 7- 8+ 9+ 10+ 11+ 12+ 13- 14- 1516- 17- 4+ EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE
EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE
EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE
EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE
EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE
EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE
EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE
EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE
EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE
EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE
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EE
EE
EE
EE
EE

EE
EE
EE
EE
EE

EE
EE
EE
EE
EE

EE
EE
EE
EE
EE

EE
EE
EE
EE
EE

EE
EE
EE
EE
EE

EE
EE
EE
EE
EE

EE
EE
EE
EE
EE

EE
EE
EE
EE
EE

EE
EE
EE
EE
EE

EE
EE
EE
EE
EE

EE
EE
EE
EE
EE

EE
EE
EE
EE
EE

EE
EE
EE
EE
EE

EE
EE
EE
EE
EE

EE
EE
EE
EE
EE

SI System ID: This command sets the system ID for the unit. It can
be any string of up to 32 characters.
>SI
System ID
Enter ID for System: STEVENS DOT LOGGER 155477-01
BV Battery Voltage: A read only command which displays the
current value for the battery voltage. Note: Logging will be
discontinued if battery voltage falls below 11.0 VDC.
>BV
Battery Voltage
12.0 VDC
RB Radio Baud Rate: It may be necessary to set a different BAUD
rate for the report mode output string than the normal command mode
BAUD rate. This command will allow the user to specify a separate
BAUD rate for report mode data strings.
>RB
Radio Baud Rate
1) 1200
2) 2400
3) 4800
4) 9600
5) 19200
Current value is: 1200
Enter Selection:
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NOTE: 9600 is the typical setting for use with the Stevens GHT
GOES transmitter.
SO Storage Mode: Data can be stored in the logger so that it
continually circulates (old data is written over by newer data), or it
stops logging when memory is full. This command allows the user to
toggle between the two modes.
>SO
Storage Mode
Storage Mode: Until Full
>SO
Storage Mode
Storage Mode: Circulate
CE Clear Error: There is an error indicator light on the front panel of
the older DOT Logger models. This error light indicates a problem
with the system (an SDI-12 sensor is not responding, etc). This
command will attempt to clear that error condition.
>CE
Clear Error
RF Report Format: In the report mode, users can choose ASCII,
4000 DCP or custom formats for random, external and eventtriggered modes. GOES and GOES Extended modes can use either
ASCII or pseudo-binary. MODBUS uses ASCII or RTU. Custom
format is not allowed for GOES or MODBUS. Consult the factory for
implementation of custom data strings for particular applications. This
command allows selection of the desired report format.
>RF
Report Format
1: ASCII
2: 4000 DCP
3: Custom (See Custom Instructions below)
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4: GOES Pseudo-Binary
5: GOES Pseudo-Binary Extended
6: GOES ASCII
7: GOES ASCII Extended
Current value is: 5: GOES Pseudo-Binary Extended
Enter Selection:
Note on Custom Reporting: For custom reporting please use the
following commands:
Use RF (Report Format) to select Custom.
Use CF (Custom Format) to enter key string.
Custom formatting uses the key string to generate the report. These
letters are significant:
B
E
D
F
I
R
S
T

Battery Voltage
End of line. (Carriage Return/Line Feed Characters)
Date
Full Channel ID
ID. First 3 characters of Channel ID
Reading. The last value read from the sensor.
System ID
Time

All other characters in the key string are transmitted as they are
found.
The report is generated using the characters found in the key string in
the order they are encountered. If "B" is the first character, the battery
voltage will be sent first. If E is the first character, a CR/LF sequence
will be sent first.
Note on GOES Reporting Modes: Select any of formats 4 through 7
for use with Stevens GHT GOES transmitter. Extended modes
provide redundant data transmissions (ie, two hours of data for one
hour transmissions). Report Mode must be set to Timed for proper
GHT operation.
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SS System Setup: This is a display only command to view various
system set-up parameters.
>SS
System Setup
Stevens DOT Logger Version 1.N 05/22/01
Wednesday 05-23-01 09:55:50
Pulse Input . . . Disabled
Serial Echo . . . Enabled
Sign On Message . Enabled
Telemetry . . . . Disabled
Verbose . . . . . Enabled
Storage Mode: . . Circulate
Report Mode . . . . . . . . . . . . Random
Report Format . . . . . . . . . . . 4000 DCP
Radio Warmup (ms) . . . . . . . . . 1000 ms
Radio Baud Rate . . . . . . . . . . 1200
Baud Rate . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9600
Channel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Lines per page. . . . . . . . . . . 0
Line Length . . . . . . . . . . . . 80
DA Date: This command allows the user to set the date.
>DA
Date
Current Date is: Wednesday 05-23-01
Enter New Date:
RM Report Mode: The self generated reports are enabled through
this command. Reports can be timed, according to the report interval,
random, occurring at some random time after a recording interval but
before the next, or by external hardware trigger. Set the report mode
to DISABLED suspends all reporting activity.
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>RM
Report Mode
1) Disabled
2) Timed
3) Random
4) External
5) On Demand
Current value is: Random
Enter Selection:
Report Mode must be set to Timed for proper GHT operation (see
Report Format (RF), above
DR Days Remaining: A read only command displaying how many
days of data storage remain in memory.
>DR
Days Remaining
Number of days remaining in log data memory: 19
RS Reset: This command resets all setup parameters to original
factory defaults. The user must respond "yes" to the query: "Are you
sure?"
>RS
Reset
This command will reset all configuration data to factory defaults.
Are you sure?
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TI Time: This command allows the user to set the current time.
>TI
Time
Current Time is: 09:58:01
Enter New Time:
ER Erase Log Memory: This command clears all stored data from
memory. The user must respond "yes" to the query "Are you sure?"
>ER
Erase Log Memory
This command will erase all data that has
been recorded in flash memory. Are you sure?

4.7 DATAVIEW
The following commands relate to accessing data or readings
within the DOT Logger. Data view commands relate to the
selected channel, unless otherwise specified.
CR Current Reading: This command will query the sensor for the
current specified channel and display the reading that is returned. It
also shows the channel ID.
>CR
Current Reading
000012 125.2
Note: A special form of this command, "CR,A", will show the current
reading for all active channels
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LS Log Summary: This is a display only command which reveals
certain statistical information about the stored data for the specified
channel.
>LS
Log Summary
Channel 4
count 235
blocks 2
headers 5
average - 112.024
total - 26325.674
min - -109.857
max - 322.809
PD Previous Day: This command allows the user to move back
through the data file for the particular channel a day at a time. Using
PD,xx, where xx is a number from 1 to 99, the user can move back a
number of days at a time. This is actually moving back through
HEADERS in the data file, so if there have been other headers
created besides daily headers (user intervention, etc), these will be
detected as well. Once at a particular file position, the user can use
the RD (resume dump) command to dump data from that point.
>PD
Previous Day
SDI-12 Channel 1 05-25-01 13:21:21 00:01:00
Offset: 0 Scale: 02 Periodic Header
SDI-12 Channel 1 05-25-01 13:21:15 00:01:00
Offset: 0 Scale: 02 Logging Enabled
End of data.
DD Data Dump: This command is the main access to recorded data.
It will dump all data for a particular channel beginning from the earliest
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reading. Typical format is 6 readings across. If DX is set to
"Expanded", the data will appear in columns of date, time and reading.
An AXREAD compatible format is also available for saving data in
files to be imported to Stevens AXREAD program.
>DD
Data Dump
SDI-12 Channel 1 05-25-01 13:21:15 00:01:00
Offset: 0 Scale: 02 Logging Enabled
SDI-12 Channel 1 05-25-01 13:21:21 00:01:00
Offset: 0 Scale: 02 Periodic Header
10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50
10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50
10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50
10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50
10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50
10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50
10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50
10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50
10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50
10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50
End of data.
ND Next Day: Similar to PD (previous day), except it will move the
user forward through the data file. Once at a particular file position,
the user can use the RD (resume dump) command to dump data
from that point.
>ND
Next Day
SDI-12 Channel 1 05-25-01 13:21:15 00:01:00
Offset: 0 Scale: 02 Logging Enabled
SDI-12 Channel 1 05-25-01 13:21:21 00:01:00
Offset: 0 Scale: 02 Periodic Header
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End of data.
PR Previous Reading: Executing a PR,xx command will display xx
number of readings beginning from the current location in the data file
and going back in time.
>PR,10
Previous Reading
New value is: 10
Channel 9
10.50
10.50
10.50
10.50
10.50
10.50
10.50
10.50
10.50
10.50
DX Expanded Format: Enables alternate formats for several data
and status display messages. The following example shows the
result for a DD (Data Dump) command in Expanded mode.
>DX
Current value is: Expanded
1) Terse
2) Expanded
3) AxRead
Enter Selection:
>DD
Data Dump
SDI-12 Channel 1 05-25-01 13:21:15 00:01:00
Offset: 0 Scale: 02 Logging Enabled
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SDI-12 Channel 1 05-25-01 13:21:21 00:01:00
Offset: 0 Scale: 02 Periodic Header
05-25-01 13:21:21
10.50
05-25-01 13:22:21
10.50
05-25-01 13:23:21
10.50
05-25-01 13:24:21
10.50
05-25-01 13:25:21
10.50
05-25-01 13:26:21
10.50
05-25-01 13:27:21
10.50
05-25-01 13:28:21
10.50
05-25-01 13:29:21
10.50
05-25-01 13:30:21
10.50
05-25-01 13:31:21
10.50
05-25-01 13:32:21
10.50
05-25-01 13:33:21
10.50
05-25-01 13:34:21
10.50
05-25-01 13:35:21
10.50
05-25-01 13:36:21
10.50
05-25-01 13:37:21
10.50
05-25-01 13:38:21
10.50
If DX is set to "Expanded", the data will appear in columns of date,
time and reading. An AXREAD compatible format is also available for
saving data in files to be imported to Stevens AXREAD program.

NR Next Reading: Similar to PR (previous reading), except displays
data from the current location going forward in time. The example
below shows a display with DX in "Expanded" mode.
>NR,10
Next Reading
New value is:
Channel 9
05-25-01
05-25-01
05-25-01
05-25-01
05-25-01

10

13:59:21
14:00:21
14:01:21
14:02:21
14:03:21

10.50
10.50
10.50
10.50
10.50
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05-25-01
05-25-01
05-25-01
05-25-01
05-25-01

14:04:21
14:05:21
14:06:21
14:07:21
14:08:21

10.50
10.50
10.50
10.50
10.50

RD Resume Dump: Similar to DD (Data Dump), except that this
command does not start at the first recorded reading for the channel.
This command starts at the current location in the data file for the
selected channel, and goes forward from there to the end of the data
file.
>RD
Resume Dump
10.50 10.50
10.50 10.50

10.50
10.50

10.50 10.50 10.50
10.50 End of data.

SD Start Date: Indicated what date you would like the displayed
readings to start. The SD command must be followed by the RD
command to initiate the data display program.
>SD
Start Date
Current Start Date is: 01/01/05
Enter New Start Date:

4.8 CONSOLE
These commands relate to how the user interface on the
attached PC or other computing device responds to various
commands.
EC Serial Echo Enable: Commands can be echoed to the attached
console device (pc, laptop, etc). This command toggles the echo
mode on and off.
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>EC
Serial Echo Disabled
>
Serial Echo Enabled
LL Line Length: Sets the length of a line output to match the display
window. Typical setting is 80 characters per line.
>LL
Line Length
Current value is: 80
Enter new value:
VE Verbose Enable: This command enables the display of various
additional information when any particular command is executed. It
also can be toggled on or off.
>VE
0
>VE
Verbose Enabled
LI Lines per page: The display can be set to pause after a certain
number of lines have been received. Setting this value to 0 will
disable this activity, and cause data displays to go on continuously
until completed or interrupted by the ESCAPE key.
>LI
Lines per page
Current value is: 0
Enter new value:
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5.1 MAINTENANCE
5.1.1 Check battery voltage and condition during each visit to the DOT
Logger site.
a. System battery voltage: greater than 11.5 volts d.c. (12.0 VDC
for a lead-acid battery). Note: Logging will be discontinued if
battery voltage falls below 11.0 VDC.
b. Maintain a battery log. A well-documented record and long
experience are the best indicators of battery performance and condition. Battery life will be reduced with extended high temperature
operation. Battery capacity will generally be reduced with extended
periods of cold weather, but will recover when warmed up.
c. Rechargeable batteries will gradually lose capacity through
multiple charge-discharge cycles, with shorter operating time periods
between charging cycles. Maximum operating life will be obtained
when the battery and DOT Logger are both connected to an
appropriately filtered charger, such as the Stevens Battery Charger.
This provides the additional benefit of continued operation on the
battery supply, when there is intermittent power loss to the charger.
The Stevens Solar Panel can also be used to obtain maximum
battery life with minimum maintenance in remote field installations.
5.1.2 Avoid moisture entry into the DOT Logger when accessing the
interior of the logger. When operating in extremely humid conditions
or where there may be condensation, resistance to moisture effects
can be enhanced by placing a bag or two of fresh desiccant inside of
the DOT Logger enclosure.
5.1.3 Clean the instrument if required with a clean, damp cloth and
mild liquid soap.
5.2 TROUBLESHOOTING
The following is a guide to use for troubleshooting various operational
problems with the DOT Logger. These are conditions that should be
checked before contacting the factory for assistance. If you cannot
solve the problem in the field, call and ask for a Stevens Customer
Technical Representative. The toll-free number for Stevens is
1-800-452-5272, and the call is free from Canada or the U.S.A. The
local number is: 503 469 8000
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Please provide an instrument description and serial number, when
possible. Many questions can be answered by telephone, or you may
obtain an authorization for return of the equipment, should that be
necessary. The factory is open Monday through Friday from 7 a.m. to
5 p.m., in the Pacific Time Zone. If no one is available, leave a
message at any time on the phone mail system; just clearly tell us
your name, location, telephone number and how to reach you.
SYMPTOM
No LED

PROBLEM
No power to Logger

Incorrect or
continuous minimum
READING

Sensor connections,
or sensor failure

No serial
communication

Serial Port error

LED does not blank
(sleep)

Sleep Mode error

AREA TO CHECK
• Power supply connections or failure
• Voltage level low
• Connections poor
or reversed
• Wrong sensor or
address
• Wrong serial cable
or poor connections
• Baud, bit count or
parity not correct
• Something is
holding pushbutton
on
• Serial Port is active

Table 5.1 Troubleshooting Guide
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6.1 SPECIFICATIONS: DOT LOGGER VERSION 1.N
Digital Input: Accepts pulsed electrical input signals from Stevens
Tipping Bucket Rain Gage or similar device (Inputs 1-4), or samples
pulse stream from wind speed sensor or similar device (Inputs 3 and
4).
Analog Input: Accepts 4-20 mA loop powered sensors such as
Stevens SDT-II and PAT. Supplies 24 VDC loop power for sensor.
Option for 0 – 5 VDC. Accuracy .1%, resolution .03%, full scale.
SDI-12 Serial Input: Version 1.N accepts up to 10 SDI-12 Standard
interface sensors operating on different addresses.
Data Processing: Fast CMOS micro-controller, featuring a "sleep"
mode for very low average power operation.
Real Time Clock: Recording intervals: 1, 5, 6, 10, 15 or 30 seconds;
1, 5, 6, 10, 15, or 30 minutes; 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12 or 24 hours. Accuracy:
±3 min/month over temperature; ±1.4 sec/day typical from -10 to +50°
C. Automatic leap year correction. Backed by lithium battery.
Serial Port: Serial ASCII through EIA-232 interface at a minimum of
±5 volt levels. Supports software (XON/XOFF) handshaking. Provides full access to Logger commands and data output. Physical
access via cable supplied as part of standard cable assembly, with
DB-9 connector for direct connection to most computer serial ports.
Serial Format: 8 data bits, 1 stop bit, no parity.
Data (Baud) Rate: 300, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, or 19,200 bits per
second.
External Power Supply (option): Wall cube type; 120 VAC to 12
VDC, 0.2 A at 60 Hz.
Fuse: Internal, auto-resetting, 1 Ampere rating.
Power: 11 to 17 VDC (12 Volts nominal). Sleep current .2 mA typical,
exclusive of sensors.
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Operating Temperature: -40 to + 70° C (-40 to +160° F).
Relative Humidity: To 100% externally condensing, in closed case
with fresh desiccant installed.
Enclosure Size/Type: 3.15 in. high x 6.3 in. width x 2.37 in. depth,
(80 x 160 x 60 mm) facing the front panel. Enclosure material is glassreinforced polycarbonate with NEMA 4 (IP 65) dust and water-tight
protection rating.
Weight: Less than 1 lb. (.45 kg), less cables or accessories.
6.2 AXREAD SOFTWARE FOR DOT LOGGER SET-UP
NOTE: AxRead is designed to take channel IDs of six characters or
fewer, which is adequate for most applications. AxRead will truncate
channel IDs that are longer. If your application calls for more than six
characters for a channel ID, Microsoft’s Hyperterminal has no
limitations.
Make sure that you have connected your computer’s RS232 serial
communications port to the DOT Logger’s RS-232 serial
communications port using a serial cable. If your computer does not
have a serial port, you will need to insert a USB-to-Serial adapter
cable into your USB port, and attach the serial cable to the adapter
cable.
To use Stevens AxRead software for set-up of the DOT Logger, you
may either insert the CD supplied with the unit into your computer’s
CD drive, or you may download AxRead from the Stevens website at:
http://www.stevenswater.com/software/downloads.aspx#axread
When you open AxRead, you will see a dialogue window that reads
“Welcome.” Pull down the “Configuration” sub-menu and choose
“Comm Port Settings.”
On the “Commport settings” window, select the correct COM port
number for your connection. If you do not know which
communications port number your computer is using, you can usually
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determine the number by clicking on “Control Panel” in your “Start”
menu, then selecting “System” and “Device Manager” and “Ports
(COM and LPT).”
Also make sure that “Maximum Speed” is set at 9600 baud, and that
“connection preferences” are set at “8” for “Data Bits,” “None” for
Parity, and “1” for “Stop Bits.” “Echo” should be “Off” and “Flow
Control” should be “Xon/Xoff.” When finished, click “OK.”

Figure 6.2.1 CommPort Settings for AxRead
Next, pull down the Configuration sub-menu and select “Data Access
Settings.” A new window will appear. Indicate in what format you
would like to receive your output file. You may also indicate what
would like to name your output file and whether you would like to
automatically create a DATE.CSV file. When finished, click “OK.”
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Now open communications with the DOT Logger. Pull down the
“Configuration” sub-menu once again and select “Port Open.” On
main screen dialogue box you should see “Stevens DOT Logger
Version X.X Month Day, Year.” You are now communicating with the
logger and can use the standard commands explained in section 3
(Quick Start) and section 4 (Operation).

Figure 6.2.2 Connection established using AxRead
6.3 MICROSOFT HYPERTERMINAL SOFTWARE FOR DOT
LOGGER SET-UP
Make sure that you have connected your computer’s RS232 serial
communications port to the DOT Logger’s RS-232 serial
communications port using a serial cable. If your computer does not
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have a serial port, you will need to insert a USB-to-Serial adapter
cable into your USB port, and attach the serial cable to the adapter
cable.
Most PCs and laptops have HyperTerminal installed on them already.
Go to the “Start” menu, select “Programs,” “Accessories,”
“Communications” and “HyperTerminal.” The HyperTerminal window
will appear, along with a separate window that asks you to create a
new connection and give it a name and an icon. Fill in a name for your
connection, choose an icon, and press “OK.” On the “Connect to”
window that comes up next, pull down the choices next to the
“Connect using” field, and select the COM port that corresponds to the
computer port connected to the DOT logger.
If you do not know which communications port number your computer
is using, you can usually determine the number by clicking on “Control
Panel” in your “Start” menu, then selecting “System” and “Device
Manager” and “Ports (COM and LPT).”
On the window that follows (“Port settings”), specify 9600 bits per
second, 8 data bits, “none” for parity, 1 stop bit and “none” for flow
control. Click “OK.”
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Figure 6.3.1 Port Settings for Hyperterminal
On the main HyperTerminal screen, you should see “Stevens DOT
Logger Version X.X Month Day, Year.” You are now communicating
with the DOT Logger and can use the standard commands covered in
sections 3 (Quick Start) and 4 (Operation).
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Figure 6.3.2 Connection established using Hyperterminal
When you have finished working in HyperTerminal, click on “File” and
then “Exit.”
When you need to establish communications with the DOT Logger the
next time, use the “File” menu, select “Open,” and a new window will
appear that should contain your established connection name and
icon. Double click on it to open the connection.
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6.4 SIGNAL INPUT CONNECTIONS

TIPPING BUCKET

DOT LOGGER

P2B Pulse Channel 4
P2A Pulse Channel 3
GND
P1B Pulse Channel 2

PULSE INPUT

GND

P1A Pulse Channel 1

Figure 6.2 Tipping Bucket Precipitation Gage Connections
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LOOP-POWERED SENSOR
Shield
Analog Return
Power

DOT LOGGER
GND
A1

Analog Channel 1

+24VDC Enable 24V for loop-powered sensor
GND
Analog Channel 2
A2
+24VDC

ANALOG INPUT

GND
A3
+24VDC
GND
A4
+24VDC

Figure 6.3 Loop Powered, 4-20 mA Input Connections
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SDI-12 SENSOR

DOT LOGGER

Ground
Power
Data

AUX PWR OUT SDI-12

+5/+12VDC-SW
+12VDC
+3VDC
GND
+12VDC
DATA SDI-12 Channels

Figure 6.4 Typical SDI-12 Sensor Connections
The sheet metal enclosure has clearly labeled connection points for
the screw-down terminals on the face of the unit.
6.3 DATA HEADERS
Headers contain, in order, Channel ID, Date, Time and Time Interval.
The System ID also appears once on the second line of a header. The
Channel ID is particularly useful with multiple channel DOT Logger
systems, such as for SDI-12 or multi-parameter probe inputs. The
System ID may be used to identify a particular instrument or location.
Headers are automatically inserted into the data record at regular
intervals, to easily associate them with recorded data, as follows:
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TIME INTERVAL
1 second
less than 1 minute
1 minute to 1 hour
2 or more hours
Daily

HEADER FREQUENCY
every 10 minutes
once per hour
once per day
once per month
Midnight, associated with the data that follows

6.4 GOES OPERATION WITH STEVENS GHT
The DOT Logger can conveniently be operated together with the
Stevens GHT GOES transmitter for remote data gathering and
transmission over the GOES satellite system.
The DOT Logger will buffer up readings for GOES transmissions to be
triggered by the GHT at the appropriate transmit time interval and
offset. For example, a particular channel on the DOT Logger can
have its report mode enabled (RE command) and have a report
interval selected (RN command). The interval selects how often the
logger will place a reading from the particular channel in the GOES
buffer. It must be equal to or a multiple of the logging interval (TN
command). For example, if the logging interval is 5 minutes, then the
report interval could be 5, 10 or 15 minutes. However, it could not be
6 minutes.
Readings are buffered up from all enabled channels. The Stevens
GHT will bring a hardware trigger line high which will cause the DOT
logger to transfer a formatted data message to the GHT for
transmission. The GHT will do this based on its appropriate transmit
time interval and offset. The GHT typically will generate this trigger 20
seconds before a transmission. The following are examples of typical
messages as received by a GOES DRGS receive station:
9640201004234025502G49-1NN196WFF00210$ Channel:5 Time:4
+51.06 +51.04 Channel:6 Time:4 +50.97 +50.94 Channel:7 Time:4
+51.22 +51.20 Channel:8 Time:4 +51.11 +51.06 Channel:9 Time:4
+0.76 +0.76 Channel:12 Time:9 +12.99 Channel:15 Time:4 -1.14
-1.14
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The above is an ASCII formatted message. The channel numbers
are indicated, and the time value indicates the age of the most recent
reading, in minutes, based on the time of transmission, which is in the
GOES header. Readings are listed newest to oldest, based on the
report interval set in the DOT Logger.
9640201004234165502G48-1NN196WFF00132$X*@@@@@
AD@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
EDY@Y@Y@Y@Y@Y@Y@Y@Y@FDY@Y@Y@Y@Y@Y@Y
@YAY@ ID@@A@@A@@A@@A@@A@@A@@A@@A@@A 0_
This message is in pseudo-binary format. The channel information is
indicated by the first letter in each data group (A = channel 1, E =
channel 5, etc), and the following letter indicates the age of the first
reading, in minutes (D = 4 minutes). What follows are 3 character
pseudo-binary readings, listed from newest data to oldest, in standard
18 bit format for pseudo-binary messages.
Note: Channels can have different reporting intervals. Not all
channels need to be reported.
Report Mode (RM) command must be set to TIMED. Report Wait
(RW) command must be set to 1000. Report Baud (RB) is
typically set to 9600 to match the default of the GHT. Report
Format (RF) can be any of selections 4 through 7 (see page 32).
If the GHT triggers a data transfer from the DOT Logger at the
same time the Logger is to do a data recording, that recording
may be missed. For example, if the GHT is to transmit at 5
minutes and 15 seconds after the hours, and the DOT Logger is
recording every 5 minutes, the DOT Logger may miss the data
recording due to the trigger from the GHT. This can be
minimized, when necessary, by adjusting the trigger time offset
in the GHT. The normal default for the GHT is 20 seconds before
the transmission (CT command set to 15 in the GHT). The trigger
offset could be reduced to 10 seconds (CT command set to 5), so
that the DOT Logger can take its 5 minute readings before the
GHT trigger occurs. Five seconds is normally long enough for
the DOT Logger to transfer its data at 9600 BAUD rate to the
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GHT. Another approach is to offset the DOT Logger clock by the
necessary number of seconds or minutes.
The DOT Logger will synchronize to the GHT clock based on the
GHT trigger time. When the first GHT trigger occurs, the DOT
Logger stores its current value of seconds from the real time
clock. On subsequent triggers, the DOT Logger will perform any
minor time corrections needed to keep this seconds value
consistent, thereby synchronizing the DOT Logger clock to the
GHT GPS clock. The DOT Logger time doe not need to be the
same as the GHT Time. All this process does is insure that the
two clocks stay in sync. It is possible to have the DOT Logger
clock showing local time, while the GHT clock must be in UTC
time, or the DOT Logger clock could be offset by a certain
amount of seconds or minutes from the GHT GPS clock. If an
offset in the DOT Logger clock is needed, this offset will be
maintained by this process.
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